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Florida Legislative Black Caucus Members Release Diverse
and Comprehensive Bill Package to Promote Fair and Just

Policing Reforms
 
Tallahassee, Fla. – Members of the Florida Legislative Black Caucus (FLBC),
with support from the Florida House and Senate Democratic Caucus’, released a
sweeping and comprehensive police reform legislative package. In an effort to address
public safety and the underlying fears and concerns that triggered civil protests across
the state of Florida and the nation, FLBC members are offering a wide variety of bills
to protect the safety of Floridians and support fair and just policing practices.
 
The package addresses a number of operational and civil issues that would benefit law
enforcement agencies and civilians alike by strengthening transparency and
accountability within the system. The FLBC intends to work with lawmakers on both
sides of the isle to approach these reforms in a sensible, evidence-driven, and
collaborative manner. 
 
Additional fair and just policing reform legislation will be released in the coming
weeks as the Florida Legislature prepares for what will be a momentous and busy
2021 Session. Members of FLBC continue to affirm their commitment to serve as the
voice of communities that have long experienced the systemic inequities in policing,
and as the bridge that can help remedy those inequities through meaningful policy
change.
 
Senator Bobby Powell (D-West Palm Beach) offered the following statement:
“The Florida Legislative Black Caucus (FLBC) is interested in ensuring the safety,
well-being and general welfare of all Florida communities. It is our hope that the
proposed legislation will influence better practices that promote accountability,
transparency and community relationships which will ultimately result in better
community outcomes between law enforcement and the communities that they
serve.” 
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HB 479 Compensation for Excessive Use of


Force by Law Enforcement Officers


By Representative Alexander


Expands the definition of “crime” within


Chapter 960 Victim’s Assistance to include


victims of law enforcement officers due to


excessive use of force for the purpose of the


Florida Crimes Compensation Act. 


Adds minor children of non-deceased victims


of excessive force by a law enforcement


officer to the list of persons eligible for


compensation for the purpose of mental


health treatment/counseling. 


Claims based on injury or death due to


excessive use of force by a law enforcement


officer may not be denied based upon delay,


lack of reporting, or the victim’s failure to


cooperate. If there is no police report, the


claim may be supported by other evidence.


FAIR & JUST
POLICING #HearTheBills







HB 521 / SB 868 No-Knock


Search Warrants


By Representative Benjamin / Senator Powell


Defines and limits the scope in which no-


knock search warrants may be issued. These


limits include but are not limited to the


prohibition of no-knocks search warrants for


investigation of a misdemeanor offense. 


Additionally, warrants may only be used if the


affidavit for the warrant complies with


requirements outlined in the bill, specifically


requests the issuance of a warrant, was


reviewed and approved by the head of the


law enforcement agency who certifies such


warrant is the only way to get items sought,


the safest course of action for officers serving


a warrant, and there is an extremely limited


likelihood innocent individuals may be harmed


in the execution of a warrant.


FAIR & JUST
POLICING #HearTheBills







HB 569 / SB 452 Law Enforcement Body and


Dashboard Cameras


By Representative Chambliss / Senator Bracy


Every law enforcement agency is required


to mandate the use of body cameras and


vehicle dash cameras.


Policies and procedures addressing data


records, maintenance, proper use, and


storage of cameras must be created.


Requires all personnel who use, maintain, or


store a body camera or vehicle dash


camera are trained in the law enforcement


agency’s policies and procedures.


Audio and video data recorded by a body


camera must be retained. 


Must perform periodic review of practices


to ensure conformity with agency policies


and procedures.


FAIR & JUST
POLICING #HearTheBills







HB 647 / SB 942 Law Enforcement


Agency Standards
By Representative Davis / Senator Gibson


Model procedures and minimum


requirements mentioned in the bill include


policies and training on excessive use of


force, duty to intervene, and vascular neck


restraints. 


The bill also defines officer qualifications,


compensation, as well as the hiring and


termination process.


Consequences for unauthorized use of


force incidents include revocation of an


officer’s certification or limiting authority.


Mandates suspension or revocation of an


officer following his or her involvement in a


specified number of unlawful use incidents,


requirements for pursuing a fleeing


suspect, etc.


FAIR & JUST
POLICING #HearTheBills







Police Reform and Community Safety


Omnibus Bill
By Representative Driskell


This bill captures an array of police


reform issues and promotes fair & just


policing reforms. 


This legislation addresses the use of


force, qualified immunity, no-knock


warrants, body cameras, the


concealment of badges, public


mugshots, arresting minors, accreditation


of law enforcement agencies, vascular


neck restraints, insurance coverage,


early intervention system, statewide


police misconduct registry, collective


bargaining, and standards for the pursuit


of fleeing suspects.


FAIR & JUST
POLICING #HearTheBills







Limits those looking to abuse self-defense


for insidious reasons.


Restores traditional self-defense doctrine.


Self-defense provisions are still in place in


Florida law, including self-defense instances


at home.


Researchers found that defendants in


Florida using the stand your ground defense


were two times more likely to be convicted


if the victim was white, concluding that


“SYG legislation in Florida has a


quantifiable racial bias that reveals leniency


in convictions if the victim is non-White,


which provides evidence towards unequal


treatment under the law,” CAP Action


analysis of data from the CDC.


FAIR & JUST
POLICING #HearTheBills


HB 6035 Use or Threatened Use


of Deadly Force
By Representative Hinson







Research has shown that the


militarization of local law enforcement


through military-grade weapons and


equipment does not reduce crime. 


Prohibits local law enforcement


agencies from acquiring certain surplus


military equipment.


Also prohibits law enforcement


agencies from the use of certain


munitions and tear gas.


Provides exceptions, applicability, and


authorized rulemaking for defined


military equipment.


FAIR & JUST
POLICING #HearTheBills


HB 187 / SB 878 Law Enforcement Equipment
By Representatives McCurdy & Nixon/ 


Senator Thurston







Requires the Florida Department of Law


Enforcement (FDLE) to create, implement,


and maintain a statewide database on


excessive use of force incidents that cause


serious bodily injury involving adult or juvenile


correctional facilities (public & private),


county, city, school district, state, college,


and university law enforcement agencies.


Requires the statewide database to be


updated bi-monthly, and in alignment with


the FBI’s Use of Data Collection initiative


launched on January 1, 2019.


Requires an annual report detailing Florida


law enforcement agencies and officers that


have an excessive number of complaints


involving the use of force.


FAIR & JUST
POLICING #HearTheBills


HB 577 / SB ? Law Enforcement Officer


Use of Force
By Representative Omphroy / Senator Powell







Requires a court to conduct a finding


regarding the reasonableness of law


enforcement officers' actions in use of


force cases while making an arrest.


Requires the court consider certain factors


in determining if the use of force was


justifiable.


If an officer is criminally charged with an


offense in connection with the use of


force while making an arrest, the court


must instruct the jury to consider the


totality of the circumstances, and whether


the officer engaged in de-escalation


measures before resorting to the use of


force.


FAIR & JUST
POLICING #HearTheBills


HB 513 / SB 458 Use of Force by Law


Enforcement Officers
By Representative McCurdy / Senator Bracy







Qualified Immunity can shield individuals


from civil lawsuits despite egregious


behavior.


This legislation aims to add more


accountability for the actions of government


employees, including law enforcement


officers like the ones involved in the deaths


of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor.


Anyone acting on behalf of, or in the


capacity of, their state employment that


causes or subjects any individual to be


deprived of their rights, privileges, or


immunities enumerated in the U.S. and State


Constitutions are liable to the injured in


circuit court.


FAIR & JUST
POLICING #HearTheBills


HB 261 / SB 261 Reforming


Qualified Immunity
By Representative Rayner / Senator Jones







Serves to promote greater


accountability of law enforcement


agencies through the adoption of


meaningful standards of operation for


specified agencies and their functions. 


Provides standards for law


enforcement agencies to maintain


accreditation through a mandatory


accreditation program and establish a


review process for agencies that do


not maintain accreditation.


FAIR & JUST
POLICING #HearTheBills


HB 299 Criminal Justice Standards 


and Training
By Representative Robinson







Requires FDLE to establish and


maintain a statewide police


misconduct registry that will track


information related to local and state


law enforcement officers. 


The registry will include instances of


discriminatory profiling, use of force,


each complaint filed against law


enforcement, and more.


Requires law enforcement agencies to


publish this information on a website


that is in an electronic, modern, and


open format that is machine-readable


and accessible by the public.


FAIR & JUST
POLICING #HearTheBills


HB 277 / SB 480 Statewide Police


Misconduct Registry
By Representative Thompson / Senator Bracy







From 2015-2020, 5% of juvenile arrests in


Florida were kids 5-12 years old.


In Florida, there is no current law that


establishes a minimum age for arrest. 


This bill will prohibit a person younger than


10 years of age from being arrested.


FAIR & JUST
POLICING #HearTheBills


HB 303 Minimum Age for Arrest
By Representative Hawkins-Williams







Provides a non-recurring $200,000


appropriation for the Town of Davie - Body


Camera Program. 


Body cameras protect both citizens and


officers while providing powerful evidence


to convict or exonerate suspects. 


FAIR & JUST
POLICING #HearTheBills


HB 2625 Town of Davie - Body Camera


Program


By Representative Bartleman







Revises rate of compensation for jurors.


Requires clerks of court to provide quarterly


estimates regarding juror compensation


costs to JAC.


Requires JAC to submit a request for


payment to CFO.


Prohibits the use of peremptory challenges to


strike prospective jurors in criminal jury trials.


Removes specified rule of Florida Rules of


Criminal Procedure, relating to peremptory


challenges. 


Requests the Florida Supreme Court to


amend a specified rule of Florida Rules of


Civil Procedure to prohibit the used of


peremptory challenges in jury selection for


civil jury trials.


FAIR & JUST
POLICING #HearTheBills


HB 739 / SB 442 Juror Service
By Representative Arrington / Senator Bracy







The current Police Bill of Rights codifies into


law a system of loopholes and technicalities


that makes it nearly impossible to hold bad


officers accountable.


The proposed legislation repeals provisions


relating to law enforcement officers' &


correctional officers' rights.


This Bill also repeals provisions relating to


processing and reviewing complaints,


inactive investigations, and officers'


statements.


FAIR & JUST
POLICING #HearTheBills


HB 6057  Law Enforcement Officers' and


Correctional Officers' Rights
By Representative Hardy







 
Senator Randolph Bracy (D-Orlando) offered the following statement:  “Our
faith in those sworn to protect us has been shaken, but not permanently broken. We
all know good police officers exist in far greater numbers than bad ones. Yet most
people are also starting to realize that tragic events like the death of George Floyd
and others was not an isolated incident but a lived reality of black people in our
country. Police brutality and overaggressive policing will only deepen the mistrust
in black communities. The legislation I’ve proposed aims to restore that trust, collect
better data, and does something about implicit bias in how police are trained and
make reforms to use of force.” 
 
Representative Fentrice Driskell (D-Tampa) offered the following statement in
support of the Police Reform Omnibus Bill: “Floridians are currently in
unprecedented times, and now more than ever, we need bold leaders willing to name
and propose solutions to address our state’s varied history with systemic injustice.
Since the rise of civil unrest as a response to yet another murder of a Black person
by law enforcement, we’ve seen that our constituents are looking for solutions not
just thoughts and prayers. This comprehensive legislative proposal examines and
offers policy to improve law enforcement’s operations and relationship with the
community.” 
 
 
FLBC’s new policy agenda addresses many facets of policing to support a more
transparent and fair process, including, but not limited to:
 
 

Establishing Uniform Law Enforcement Agency Standards
 
SB 942 & HB 647 by Senator Audrey Gibson and Representative Tracie
Davis. 
 
Senator Audrey Gibson (D-Jacksonville) offered the following statement in
support of SB 942:  “Establishing at least some measure of uniformity in law
enforcement training standards helps to ensure that tragic incidents are minimized
and justice, in the execution of the duty to serve and protect.”
 
Representative Tracie Davis (D-Jacksonville) offered the following statement
in support of HB 647: “This legislation demands we focus our policing standards at
the beginning of the process to prevent so many unintended consequences, as many
of our policies are outdated and need to be revamped. It is evident that there is an
insufficient amount of training as it relates to mental health, implicit bias,
restraining techniques, cultural sensitivity, and cultural competence. These are just
some of the issues that needed to change yesterday.
 

 

Reforming Qualified Immunity



 
SB 670 & HB 261 by Senator Shevrin Jones and Representative Michele
Rayner: 
 
Senator Shevrin Jones (D-Miami Gardens) offered the following statement in
support of SB 670:  “Qualified immunity creates a culture of permissive use of force
by police, creates near-zero accountability for police misconduct, lowers community
trust in police, and invites civil unrest.”
 
 

Limiting the Acquisition of Certain Military Equipment
 
SB 878 & HB 187 Senator Perry E. Thurston, Jr. and Representative
Travaris McCurdy/Representative Angie Nixon:
 
Representative Travaris McCurdy (D-Orlando) offered the following statement
in support of HB 187:  “Research has shown that the militarization of local law
enforcement through military grade weapons, armored vehicles, combat attire, and
other items provided by the Department of Defense does not reduce crime. There is
no need for law enforcement agencies to be outfitted like combat soldiers while they
are tasked with protecting and serving our community. The most important thing
for policy makers and the public to know is that you can’t justify giving surplus
military equipment to police departments on the grounds it will lead to a reduction
in crime. There is no evidence for that.”
 
 

Collecting Information Regarding Use of Force Incidents
 
SB 454 & HB 577 by Senator Randolph Bracy & Representative Anika
Omphroy:
 
Representative Anika Omphroy (D- Sunrise) offered the following statement in
support of HB 577:  “As the Ranking Democratic Member on the Civil Justice
Subcommittee, I came across the claims bill of Dontrell Stevens who was paralyzed
from the waist down due to excessive use of force at the age of 19. We all witnessed
the tragic murder of George Floyd in Minneapolis, Minnesota last year. Recently, a
video surfaced of an Osceola County deputy slamming a student down and knocking
her unconscious. This tracking system needs to be codified into law in the State of
Florida. With this data, we will be able to see the issues that must be resolved to
balance public safety and ensure that all Floridians are treated the same under the
law.” 
 
 

Mandating Universal Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies

 
Representative Felicia Robinson (D-Miami Gardens) offered the following
statement in support of HB 299:  “Accreditation is nothing new for large agencies.



Other state agencies go through an accreditation as it allows for accountability and
adds a layer of transparency. I see this as a good move for both the agencies and the
people of Florida.”
 
 

Establishing a Minimum Age of Arrest 
 
Representative Patricia H. Williams (D-Ft. Lauderdale) offered the following
statement in support of HB 303:  “You’re supposed to protect us, but who’s going to
protect us from you. Correctional facilities have now become collection facilities.
When it comes to sentencing, a person's income should not determine their
outcome.” 
 
 

Reforming of Police Bill of Rights 
 
Representative Omari Hardy (D- Palm Beach) offered the following statement
HB 6057:  “We say that our government is built on a system of checks and balances,
but the Police Bill of Rights turns that idea upside down. Rather than balancing the
awesome powers of the police with equally awesome mechanisms of oversight, the
Police Bill of Rights codifies into law, a system of loopholes and technicalities that
makes it nearly impossible to hold bad officers accountable. It rigs the law in favor
of these bad officers. That’s why we have to repeal it.”
 
 

Repealing Stand Your Ground
 
Representative Yvonne Hinson (D-Gainesville) offered the following
statement on HB 6035: “To this day, the murder of Trayvon Martin at the hands of
George Zimmerman haunts the African American community. We have seen
throughout history various laws and legal principles enacted to preserve the status
quo of white supremacy. Stand Your Ground is no different. It's a long past time for
Florida to go in a new direction.”
 
 

Additional Fair and Just Policing Legislation 
 
SB 442 & HB 739 filed by Senator Randolph Bracy and Representative
Kristen Arrington (D - Osceola):  Raises the rate of compensation for jurors and
prohibits the use of peremptory challenges to strike prospective jurors in criminal jury
trials. 
 
SB 868 & HB 521 by Senator Bobby Powell, Jr. & Representative
Christopher Benjamin (D-Miami): Restricts the use of no-knock search
warrants. 
 

SB 452 & HB 569 by Senator Randolph Bracy and Representative Kevin



Chambliss (D-Miami) Establishes uniform standards for body and dashboard
cameras. 
 
SB 480 & HB 277 by Senator Randolph Bracy and Representative
Geraldine Thompson (D-Orlando): Creates a police misconduct registry that
tracks the history of law enforcement officers. 
 
HB 479 by Representative Ramon Alexander (D-Tallahassee):  Reforms
compensation for victims of excessive use of force by law enforcement officers. 
 
 
The FLBC is a nonpartisan organization that was established in 1964 upon the arrival
of Representative Joe Lang Kershaw, the first Black legislator to serve in Florida
since the Reconstruction Era. Today, FLBC consists of 27 members who serve in the
Florida Senate and Florida House of Representatives. The caucus’ unified goal is to
serve and promote the common good and welfare of African Americans and advocate
for policy changes that positively impact the Black community. For more information
on FLBC, visit FLBlackCaucus.com. 
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